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Introduction

This showcase portfolio demonstrates how I, as an 
English teacher have developed professionalism. The 
evidences in this portfolio will give you  a snapshop of 
my previous teaching career and development I have 
undergone over MA TESOL program at Sookmyung 
Women‟s University in Seoul. 
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I. Professional Background

The information in this chapter is about my previous
teaching career and my views about teaching English.

Curriculum Vitae      p.6-9

Self Introduction      p.10-12

Reference               p.13-14  

Teaching Philosophy p.15-18 
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Jin- Ah Jeon
B-2406 Tripolis, Kumkokdong, Bundangku,Sungnamshi, Gyeonggido, Korea 
Cell : 01027012686 Email: jinao5@hotmail.com

Education
March, 2008~August, 2010.  MA in TESOL.
Sookmyung Women‟s University, Seoul , Korea.
Feb, 2004~ June, 2004.  TESOL Certificate.
Sungkyunkwan Georgetown University, Seoul, Korea.

Employment
July, 2008~ Current.  Director.
New Yeontong Avalon Education, Suwon, Korea.
As a director Yeontong academy, I am in charge of managing and supervising all departments
of the school which include teaching, counseling,and managing. In addition, I am also
responsible for the promotion of the academy.
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June, 2008 ~ February, 2009.  Team leader of Philippines Business Team.
Avalon Education , Bundang, Korea.
As a team leader of the Philippines Business for Avalon Education, I registered 200 students
to join a summer camp in the Philippines for the purpose of advancing their English
proficiency. Along with this I trained 100 Filipino teachers to teach students in both speaking
and writing. Furthermore, I wrote books which were used by both students and teachers for
this camp.

October, 2007~May, 2008.  Director.
Nokjiwon Avalon Education, Bundang, Korea.
As a director of Nokjiwon academy, I was in charge of managing twenty staff. The academy
was designed for elite students who achieved scores of 100 or more on the iBT TOEFL test.

October, 2006~September, 2007.  Director.
Yongin Avalon, Yongin, Korea.
As a director of this school, I had the responsibilities of setting the curriculum and the
recruitment of the staff from the inception of the academy. Eventually I managed the entire
staff of over 30 employees.
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July, 2004~September, 2006.  Supervisor.
Imae Avalon Education, Bundang, Korea.
As a supervisor of this academy, I was in charge of managing a teaching staff of ten teachers, 
both native and Korean. I trained new teachers and observed and enhanced their performance  
in the classroom. 

Jan , 2002 ~ Dec, 2003.  English instructor. 
Jang Hak Institute, Seoul, Korea.
I was an English instructor of middle school students who were preparing for entrance exams 
at foreign language high schools. I taught listening, reading, grammar, and speaking. 
The proficiency of the students was at an advanced level. 

January, 1999~ December, 2002.   English Instructor.
Dae Kyo HR department, Seoul, Korea.
I was responsible for English instruction and the training of new teachers in the areas of
classroom management, curriculum, and teaching techniques.
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Teaching Experience
Teaching experience varied ages from Kindergarten  to adults.
Teaching experience in all areas of English such as grammar, listening, reading, and speaking.
Teaching adults conversation at Woung Jin company in 2009 in Seoul.
Teaching phone conversation class for business executives in 2008.

Presentations
May, 2007 Cheongshim International Middle school Preparation strategies at Avalon Education.
Mar., 2010 Culture and Pragmatics in the Classroom, Lesson Plan design and Development  
at Avalon Education.

Professional Experiences
Obtained an iBT TOEFL Score of 100.
Obtained an Advanced level on the Opic TEST.
Obtained Commanding Score on the SMU MATE Speaking & Writing Test.
Obtained a TOEIC Speaking level 7 out of 8 & Writing level 8 out of 9.
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After I graduated from high school, I majored in English education at a University in Korea. Right 
after I graduated university, I started teaching English in a private institute in Seoul. I taught English to 
middle school and high school students for a couple of years and then I changed my job to Dae kyo
which is in Seoul. I was in charge of training English teachers for that company. I trained new teachers in 
the company’s system and in basic English teaching methods for new teachers. 

In 2003, I was really eager to learn communicative teaching methods for teaching English. Even 
though I had a full time teaching job at that moment, I applied for Sunkyunkwan TESOL in Seoul. I went 
there for 6 months while I was working in Seoul. In 2003 was a turning point in my life because I had 
always taught English in terms of grammar and translation with an emphasis on exam-driven methods. 
However, learning TESOL opened my eyes to the new world. While I was studying TESOL, I learned about 
educational theories, methodology, material development, curriculum, English communication, and 
practicum for 6 months. Because of this program, my teaching philosophy changed towards 
communicative teaching methods which can be very important in English .
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After I finished the TESOL course, I started to look for a new teaching job which could give
me opportunities to teach communicative English rather than grammar/translation English. I
secured a new teaching position at AVALON Education in Bundang. Avalon English institute is a
huge school all over the country in Korea right now, but I joined when things were much
smaller.

When I started teaching for Avalon, I taught elementary and middle school. Avalon has
since expanded its business dramatically. Thus I had opportunities for advancement, from a
teacher to a head teacher, to a supervisor, to a vice director, and to my current position as a
director. My dedication and hard work lead me to my current position after 6 and a half years
with this company.
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After I received my position as director in 2007, I decided to study English more in depth, so I
applied for Sookmyong Women’s University’s TESOL Master’s program. I was admitted at the end of
2007 and I was very happy to study there. I started to study in 2008 and I will graduate from the TESOL
Master’s program in August. In two and half years, I earned 36 credits from the first semester to the
fifth semester. I learned methodology I and II, second language acquisition, intercultural communication,
and academic writing in my first semester and I took curricular development and discourse analysis in
my second semester. For my third semester, I took teaching reading and the history of English. For my
fourth semester, I took approaches to English grammar and ESL/EFL program evaluation. Finally for my
last semester, I did a practicum course which taught university students through a task-based approach
for 16 week at Sookmyong Women’s University. It was a truly amazing experience for me to study all
these teaching related theories and practice at the same time. It was not easy for me to study and work
at the same time but the CEO of my company supported my studies a lot and he let me have the time
to study there while I was the director of my campus at Avalon.

As a director or a leader of an English institute, I have a lot of responsibility for
providing a good curriculum and teaching students as well as the parents. I would like to
keep studying to find better teaching methods and curriculum and hopefully English
education in Korea can be a better environment in the future than it is now. I am the
person who wants tomorrow to be better than yesterday.
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Reference 

Describe applicant‟s strengths, weaknesses, and potential including such matters as previous accomplish
ments, intellectual independence, capacity for analytical thinking, and ability to work with others, ability 
to organize and express ideas clearly in writing and orally, drive, and motivation.

In recommending Gina for your program, I can assure you that she is a unique individual with the ra
re combination of talent matched in equal portion with her drive and ambition.
In a relatively short period here at Avalon, Gina has established herself as a leader and a force to be rec
koned with. Almost single-handedly she took the curriculum of this institute, and began to develop and
improve it to the point where Avalon has become a recognized leader in the English industry.

Her ability to recognize areas of deficiency, and apply to them the needed changes are only part of
what makes Gina so successful at what she does. Gina is also a real motivator, and understands that the
best way to lead is through example. Having said that I can assure you it is no exaggeration when I say
Gina may be the hardest working person I know. It is difficult to resist the infectiousness of Gina‟s enthu
siasm for her job, and her passion for teaching.
If you choose to accept Gina into your program, I can assure you it would be a choice you would not re
gret. Her potential as a graduate student is virtually limitless. She is a proven commodity here in the wo
rk world, and will doubtless be as successful in the academic one. To sum it up, Gina does not know ho
w to fail. She will be an asset to your student body.

Name of reference:  Alexander  Randall
Position and Title: Foreign Head Teacher Coordinator, Elementary Campuses, 
in AVALON education
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Teaching Philosophy

Student-Centered Learning

Role as a Facilitator

Classroom Interaction 

Communicative Competence
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Teaching Philosophy

The English education in Korea has been largely influenced to all Korean so that teaching
English can play an important role to the students. In order to meet importance of English
Education in Korea, I have tried to learn how to teach English through communicative ways at
many professional workshop and a TESOL program. As an English teacher, my philosophy is to
guide students to develop their communicative competence through students centered
learning, playing a role as a facilitator, and developing their output through classroom
interaction.

The first part of my teaching philosophy is to enhance students centered learning. I
believe that learner-oriented teaching promotes learning that is both purposeful and enduring.
This student centered learning includes students solving problems, answering questions,
formulating questions of their own, and discussing during the class so that students can have
ownership their learning hopefully their learning will be improved in the long run.
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Teaching Philosophy

In addition, I believe that teachers have to be a facilitator not a lecturer. The words "
"guide" are sometimes used rather than "teacher" because of the different role of the adult in
relating to the child directing him to find the best way to learn from the environment rather
than from the adult. Following the same line of thought, the word "facilitate" as defined by the
Oxford dictionary is 'to make something easy, to promote or help forward'. Therefore the word
"facilitator" would mean someone who enables another to move forward; someone who makes
things easier. When I teach my students, I have them know the concept and help them do it by
themselves which can be helpful for them better learners. When teachers do lecture, students
can be very passive and they can build up their skills by themselves. Therefore, I would rather
be a facilitator or a helper for them to be active learners so they can build up their skills by
themselves for the later on without teacher‟s help.

17
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Teaching Philosophy

Furthermore, output has to be emphasized based on classroom interaction. English
education in Korea has been focused a lot input rather than output so many students who
have been exposed to learn English can‟t communicate well. Therefore my last teaching
philosophy is that students have to speak and write to communicate in a global society. My
students have to be learned both input and output after all though a lot of classroom
interaction. I ask my students to repeat, ask and answer the questions for interaction. In
addition, I have my students to paraphrase and summarize for their classroom interaction,

too. After all, my students speak and communicate well without trouble through classroom

interaction.

My teaching philosophy about teaching is to make students -centered learning and play a
role as a facilitator, and develop their output though input and a lot of classroom interaction.
Teaching has been my call in my life and I believe that teachers have to develop themselves
continuously of their life for a better educator.

18
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II. Professional Achievement

The following evidences show what I have achieved
during my previous teaching career.

Professional Achievement
Teacher‟s License p.20

Certificate          p.21-24

Award               p.25
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Teacher‟s License

Teacher‟s License in University
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English Teaching Certificates

Certification of Teaching English
to Speakers Other Languages at     
Sungkyunkwan University
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English Teaching Certificates

Certification of Teaching English 
to Speakers Other Languages at     
Sookmyung Women‟s University
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English Teaching Certificates

Certification of Completing Mate
Test Rater Training Workshop
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Computer Skills Certificates

Certification of Master Office
Automation in Avalon English
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Awards

Awards in Avalon English Company as 
Best Staff in 2007
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III. Academic Achievement

The following courses which I have studied two TESOL
certificate courses and TESOL Master program.

Academic Achievement of Study

26

Sungkyunkwan TESOL p.27

SMU TESOL Master    p.28~45
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Sungkynkwan Tesol Course Program

Methodology

Material Development & Technology

English Communication

Practicum
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Sookmyung Women‟s TESOL Master Courses

1
st
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e
m

e
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e
r • Methodology 

I, II

• Second 
Language 
Acquisition

• Inter Cultural

Communicatio
n

• Academic 
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2
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d
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• Discourse  
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rd
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Reading

• The History 
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Language
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Grammar

• ESL/EFL  
Program 
Evaluation 5

th
S
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st

e
r • Practicum I

• Practicum II
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language

1. Overview
This three-hour-per-week course is designed to give students an opportunity to

explore various aspects of English as a global language. We will be looking at
English and globalization from several different perspectives: historical, political,
cultural and pedagogical. In this way, students will get a well-rounded perspective
on how language has affected globalization, the effects that globalization have
had on English in particular, and what this means for us as users and teachers of
English. We will examine the spread of English across the globe and how and why
this feat was achieved, thus launching English in its current position as a global
language. Once more, we will be looking at English and globalization from political,
social and pedagogical views. From all this we will try to analyze how we as the
principle purveyors of English in this country can responsibly deal with English
linguistically, socially, and politically. Based on this, by the end of this class,
students should have a good idea of their own place in this globalized world as
individuals and English teachers endeavoring to develop global minds.

29
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language

2. Globalized Index Project

I. Introduction

The present survey is for comparing to two groups in terms of the global index .
There are two group can be compared into five categories to see if which group can be
more globalized than other and try to figure it out why.

Firstly, we make the 25 questions to check the degree of the global index and
categorized into five to measure to see which categories can be more than others.
Secondly, we find two different groups to see what kinds of difference they have in terms
of their job difference. Thirdly, we did survey of 24 people who are working in the private
English academy in Korea. Lastly, we analyze the results of the two different groups.
From the results, English group of the people have more scores than staffs of the people
in terms of the global index some of the categories.

30
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language

2. Globalized Index Project

II. Participants

We choose subjects who work in English private academy in Korea. There are two
groups who are currently working in this private school. The first group of the people
are 17 people who have been experienced teaching English of Korean whose ages from
over 20 to 40 years old. In addition, the second group of the people are 17 numbers
and they have never taught English however they are working the same school as the
employees in the private English academy.

The reasons why we chose this group is that we want to compare how much
different of their opinion in terms of the global index project. We guess that the people
who have experienced teaching English have more globalized than the others because
they have more interact with other people who are from different countries.
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language

2. Globalized Index Project

III. Results

Globalization is likely to be one of the dominant forces in bringing various cultures as
a whole in the 21st century. Cultures have long affected one another through trade,
migration, and war. Nowadays, people in most part of the world are influenced by
globalization that exists beyond local cultures. In the survey, both the teachers and the
staff members had the similar ideas for „Identity‟ section. Overall, as seen in the result,
the English teachers seem to be more globalized than the staff members according to
the globalized index.
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Courses in the Master program  

ESL/EFL Evaluation Program

1. Overview

This course introduces principles and methodologies of language program
evaluation. Included in this, students will explore how to design an evaluation,
collect data, analyze data, and report findings from program evaluations.

33
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Courses in the Master program  

ESL/EFL Evaluation Program

2. Final Project

I. Introduction

The final project might include any of the following: 

1) an individual plan for a program evaluation
2) a group evaluation of a language program
3) an individual evaluation of a language program. 

34
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Courses in the Master program  

ESL/EFL Evaluation Program - Final Project
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Courses in the Master program  

ESL/EFL Evaluation Program - Final Project
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Courses in the Master program  

ESL/EFL Evaluation Program - Final Project
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language – Final Project

1. Introduction

Globalization has formed for decades, and cultures have shaped similarly through trade,
immigration, and the exchange of information or ideas. However, in recent decades, the
degree and intensity of the contacts among different cultures and different regions have
accelerated significantly due to technological developments and a rapid increase in economic
and financial interdependence worldwide. In recent years, globalization has turned into the
common term to describe the current situation of the world. In this paper, the way to measure
globalized people and how to determine globalization will be researched and discussed.
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language – Final Project

2. Theoretical Background

Globalization involves a wide range of issues and has focused mainly on economics
(Friedman, 2000; Gray, 1998). However, globalization also vastly deals with the issues such urban
life (Sassen, 1998) and on cultural practices (Appadurai, 2000; Giddens, 2000; Tomlinson, 1999).
Globalization is a process that increases crossborder flows of goods, services, money, people,
information, and culture (Held et al 1999, p. 16). Robert Gilpin (1987) states globalization as the
growing interdependence of national economies in trade, finance, and macroeconomic policy.
Globalization is also defined as a process of increasing interdependent and awareness among
economic, political, and social aspects of the world. (Guill´en 2001, Held et al 1999) According
to Hirsch & Fiss (2000), globalization is correlated to multiple ideological components such as
“financial market,” “economic efficiency,” “negative effect,” and “culture.”
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language – Final Project

3. Methodology

3.1 Overview

The present survey is for comparing to two groups in terms of the global index . There
are two group can be compared into five categories to see if which group can be more
globalized than other and try to figure it out why.

Firstly, we make the 25 questions to check the degree of the global index and
categorized into five to measure to see which categories can be more than others. Secondly, we
find two different groups to see what kinds of difference they have in terms of their job
difference. Thirdly, we did survey of 24 people who are working in the private English academy
in Korea. Lastly, we analyze the results of the two different groups.
From the results, English group of the people have more scores than staffs of the people in
terms of the global index some of the categories.
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language – Final Project

3.2 Subjects

We choose subjects who work in English private academy in Korea. There are two groups
who are currently working in this private school. The first group of the people are 17 people
who have been experienced teaching English of Korean whose ages from over 20 to 40 years
old. In addition, the second group of the people are 17 numbers and they have never taught
English however they are working the same school as the employees in the private English
academy.

The reasons why we chose this group is that we want to compare how much different of
their opinion in terms of the global index project. We guess that the people who have
experienced teaching English have more globalized than the others because they have more
interact with other people who are from different countries.
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language – Final Project

3.3 Tools

There are five categories in this survey. The first category is languages section which can
be measured of their history of studying language. The second category is travel section which
can be measured how differences of experienced can be affected between two groups. The
third category is that identity section which can be figured out their thought between two
groups. The fourth category is that world knowledge section which can be figured out their
knowledge of the world between two groups. Last category is the habits section which can be
measured their daily life as a globalized person.

Each of the questions types were going to scores 1 score can be strongly disagree 4 scores
and 1 score is strongly agree score. Therefore the large scores person is more globalized than
the others.
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language – Final Project
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language – Final Project
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Courses in the Master program  

The History of the English Language – Final Project

4. Conclusion

Globalization is likely to be one of the dominant forces in bringing various cultures as a
whole in the 21st century. Cultures have long affected one another through trade, migration,
and war. Nowadays, people in most part of the world are influenced by globalization that exists
beyond local cultures. In the survey, both the teachers and the staff members had the similar
ideas for „Identity‟ section. Overall, as seen in the result, the English teachers seem to be more
globalized than the staff members according to the globalized index.
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IV. Professional Development

Over the practicum courses, I designed lesson plans 
based on task based teaching . 
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Courses in the Master program  

Practicum I & II1. Overview

I. Practicum I

This course meets once a week from 7:50 to 10:30 (approximately three
hours). For the most part, the class will involve the students in a variety of
Discussion and Presentation related tasks focussed on meaning and purpose.
The tasks we will be doing in the class are loosely arranged according to the
MATE. This class, however, should not be seen merely as a MATE development
course as we will be doing things that go beyond the scope of the MATE. In
general, the course should keep students busy speaking both in and out of the
class and students are going to need to be both energetic and positive in
performing the prescribed tasks to the best of her ability. The basic philosophy
underlying the course is that meaningful practice generated in an environment
of facilitative feedback is the most efficient way of developing communicative
competence. As a result, in this class the students will be generating large
amounts of language which will be closely monitored so that helpful feedback
can be provided.
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Courses in the Master program  

Practicum I & II1. Overview

II. Practicum II 
This three-hour-per-week course has two main components. The first of these is

the reflective component. We will be using the reflective journals and videos taken
during the teaching of the GEP course to reflect on our own individual teaching
practices as well as on elements of in-class language learning. Reflection is one of
the key elements of further developing teaching skills in in-service teachers and as
such is used as a way of getting teachers to develop skills which enable them to
become more autonomous in their own development as teachers. The second
component of this class revolves around the design and creation of a teaching
portfolio. Here we will be working individually and in pairs to create a portfolio
which highlights our skills and achievements as teachers. An important part of this
portfolio, which will link both components of the course, will be an action research
project which the students will be doing in pairs. In this way, this course is seen as a
real-world review for the comprehensive exams and a practical application of all
that has been learned in the entire graduate program.
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Practicum – Syllabus

Function Theme

Week 1/ 2 Survey , Icebreaking , 1st Interview Test

Week 3 Giving advice Weight Control

Week 4 Describing people and things Date & Relationship

Week 5 Describing process Easter & Holiday

Week 6 Describing more formally Study Abroad

Week 7 Narrating Movies & Music

Week 8 Mid term & 2nd Interview Test

Week 9 Narrating formally Travel

Week 10 Describing graphs and surveys Jobs and Careers

Week 11 Giving opinions Shopping & Fashion

Week 12 Giving opinions based on comparison and contrast Campus Issues

Week 13 Giving opinions based on comparison and contrast Food

Week 14 Giving supported opinions Social Issues
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Practicum – Teaching Process

Step Contents

Step1 Student Survey

Step2 Proficiency Test

Step3 Needs Analysis

Step4 Editing Syllabus

Step5 Icebreaking

Step6 Diagnostic Test

Step7 Editing Syllabus

Step8 Achievement Test
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Practicum – Students Survey

Major (전공): Year (학년): Age (나이): ____
안녕하세요 밴블랙 교수님의 GEP 학생여러분! 저희는 보다 효과적이고 만족스러운 수업을 준비하기 위하여, 여러분들의

요구조사를 실시하고자 합니다.   다음의 질문에 솔직하고 성실핚 답변을 부탁드립니다. 조사결과는 수업활동과 자료를 구성하는
데에만 참고핛 것입니다. 

1. Which word below best describes your personality in general?
당신의 성격은 어느쪽에 가깝습니까? 가깝다고 생각하는 번호에 체크해주십시오.
Introverted -----1----------------2----------------3----------------4----------------5------- Extroverted
(내성적)   매우내성적 내성적인편 중간 외향적인편 매우외향적 (외향적)

2. Briefly describe your English learning experience. 자신의 영어학습 경험을 적어주세요.

In school (학교교육)     How long? (기간) 
Private tutoring (과외) How long? (기간) 
Studying English in a language institute (영어학원경험) How long? (기간) 
Living abroad (해외체류경험)    Where? (장소) How long ?(기간) 
Having foreign friends (외국인 친구와의교제)  Describe (설명): 

Other experience (기타경험):

3.  What do you do with English? Where? 영어를 어디서 주로 어떤 용도로 사용합니까?(해당 란에 표시하고 설명)

(    ) studying    where/ what/why 
(    ) chatting where /how
(    ) working (아르바이트) where/how 
(    ) meeting people where/how 
(    ) club activity where/what/how 
Others 
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4. How many hours do you use English per week? 일주일에 몇 시갂 정도 영어를 사용 하십니까?

(    ) never       (    ) less than 3 hours        (    ) 3 - 6 hours         (    ) 6 - 9 hours        (    ) more than 10 hours 

5. Have you ever taken any standardized exams? Indicate which one(s) and the
approximate score received. 정규시험을 보신 적이 있다면, 점수를 적어주세요.
MATE TOEIC  TOEFL  TEPS   IELTS   SEPT  Other test: (             )
Score:   (    )  (    )  (    )  (    )   (    )   (    )            (             )

6. Have you ever studied English conversation? 영어회화 수업을 받아보신 적이 있습니까?

Yes No (circle one) If yes, what did you learn? 있다면 수업 내용을 갂단히 써주세요.

__________________________________________________________________________

7. Which of these have you ever done in English? (Check all that apply) 다음 중 어떤 것을 영어로 해보셨나요? 

(해당 사항을 모두 체크해 주세요.)
Debating ___ Presentations ___ Role Play ___ Interviews ___ Narration ___ 
Other: ___________________________

8. What are your plans for the future? What job would you like? 
졸업후의 계획은 무엇입니까? 어떤 직업을 갖고 싶습니까?

__________________________________________________________________________
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9. Do you plan on using English in the future? or Do you want to use English in the future?
앞으로 영어를 사용핛 계획이 있거나 그러고 싶은 마음이 있습니까? 있다면 구체적으로.

__________________________________________________________________________

10. What parts of English do you have the most confidence in? Rank the following in
order (1=most confidence, 8=least confidence)

어떤 영어 영역에 가장 자신이 있습니까? 자신있는 숚서대로 (1=가장 자신있음, 8=가장 자신없음).
Vocabulary ( ) Grammar ( ) Reading ( ) Pronunciation ( )
Speaking ( ) Listening ( ) Writing ( ) Test preparation ( )

11. What expectations do you have in the GEP class this semester?
이번 학기 GEP 수업에 기대하는 것은 무엇입니까? 구체적으로 생각해서 적어주세요.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

12. What are the things that you would like to do in this GEP class?
GEP 수업에서 특별히 했으면 하는 것을 고르세요. 여러 개 골라도 좋습니다.

( ) grammar practice ( ) games/fun activities
( ) pronunciation drills ( ) role play/skits(역핛극)
( ) dialogue practice ( ) using audio tapes
( ) vocabulary activities ( ) watching videos or movie clips
( ) discussions ( ) using Internet materials
( ) others
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13. What kinds of topics are you interested in? (order of importance)
관심 있는 주제를 골라보세요. (좋아하는 숚서대로)
language learning ( ), study abroad ( ), jobs & career ( ), campus life ( ), travel ( ), celebrities ( ), shopping ( ), leisure activities

( ), food(cooking) ( ), fashion ( ), friends ( ), dating/relationships ( ), family ( ), sports ( ), holidays ( ), social issues ( ), games
( ), technology ( ), movies ( ), cartoons ( ), art ( ), music ( ), others

14. Is English your friend or enemy? 영어는 당신의 친구입니까, 적입니까?
Friend -----1----------------2----------------3----------------4----------------5------- Enemy

15. I think I am good at English. 나는 영어를 잘핚다고 생각핚다.

(1=정말 그렇다, 5=전혀 그렇지 않다.)
1 (strongly agree)------2-------------3--------------4-----------5 (strongly disagree)

16. How would you rate your English reading proficiency? 영어 독해능력이 어느정도라고 생각하시나요? (e.g.
rudimentary 하, moderate 중, commanding상)
_____________________________________________________

17. How would you rate your current English speaking proficiency? 영어 회화 실력이 어느정도라고 생각하시나요?

(e.g. rudimentary 하, moderate 중, commanding상)
_____________________________________________________
18. Do you have any concerns about this class? 이 수업 담당 선생님께 하고 싶은 말, 수업에 대핚 어떤 고민거리가 있으면

적어주세요.
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13. What kinds of topics are you interested in? (order of importance)
관심 있는 주제를 골라보세요. (좋아하는 숚서대로)
language learning (  ), study abroad (  ), jobs & career (  ), campus life (  ), travel (  ), celebrities (  ), shopping (  ), leisure activities 

(  ), food(cooking) (  ), fashion (  ), friends (  ), dating/relationships (  ), family (  ), sports (  ), holidays (  ), social issues (  ), games (  
), technology (  ), movies (  ), cartoons (  ), art (  ), music (  ), others 

14. Is English your friend or enemy? 영어는 당신의 친구입니까, 적입니까? 
Friend     -----1----------------2----------------3----------------4----------------5------- Enemy

15. I think I am good at English. 나는 영어를 잘핚다고 생각핚다. 

(1=정말 그렇다, 5=전혀 그렇지 않다.)
1 (strongly agree)------2-------------3--------------4-----------5 (strongly disagree)

16. How would you rate your English reading proficiency? 영어 독해능력이 어느정도라고 생각하시나요? (e.g. 
rudimentary 하, moderate 중, commanding상)
_____________________________________________________

17. How would you rate your current English speaking proficiency? 영어 회화 실력이 어느정도라고 생각하시나요? 

(e.g. rudimentary 하, moderate 중, commanding상)
_____________________________________________________
18. Do you have any concerns about this class? 이 수업 담당 선생님께 하고 싶은 말, 수업에 대핚 어떤 고민거리가 있으면

적어주세요. 
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1. Which word below best describes your personality in general?
Introverted  Extroverted (15)
1two 2four 3ten 4seven 5two

2. English learning experience?
In school 25 (2yrs to 12 yrs)

Study abroad7 (one in Malaysia, Thailand, Macao for 7yrs/ one in China for 2 yrs/ 
one in   USA for 1 year/ one HK, Germany for 6 months/one in Germany for 6 months/ 
one in Australia for 3 months/ one in USA for 3 months)
Private tutor & Institute 21

3.What do you do with English?
Study20 chatting online5 working2 meeting people4 other1

4. How many hours do you use English per week?
Never7 less than 3 hrs13 3~6 hrs3 6~9 hrs1 More than 10hrs1
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5. What job would you like?
Office worker/ international lawyer/ accountant/ PhD/ flight attendant/ marketing/  
advertisement/teacher/ therapist/ interpreter/ government official/ doctor/ CEO 

6.Do you plan on using English in the future?
Yes19 No1 N/A5

7. What parts of English do you have the most confidence in?
Vocabulary4 Speaking3 Listening4 Reading4 Grammar3 Writing1
Pronunciation0 Test preparation0

8. What expectations do you have in the GEP class during this semester?
Confident / improve / fun / prepare Mate / grade / English skill

9.What are the things that you would like to do in this GEP class?
Grammar practice3 Games/fun activities16 Pronunciation drills11 Role play/ skits7
Dialogue practice 9 Using audio tapes 3        Vocabulary activities6 Watching videos or 
movie clips16 discussions  9                           Using internet materials 
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10. What kinds of topics are you interested in?
Travel (16), food (13), study abroad (10), music (9), movies (9), friends (9), shopping (8), 
jobs and career (8) art (7), family (7), fashion (6), language learning (6) campus (5),
celebrities (5), cartoon (4), social issues (4), dating (4), leisure (3), sport (3), holidays(3)

11. Is English your friend or enemy? 
FriendEnemy (15)
13 23 37 410 52

12. I think I am good at English.
strongly agreestrongly disagree (15)
10 23 34 48 510

13. How would you rate your English reading proficiency?
rudimentary8 moderate15 commanding2

14. How would you rate your English speaking proficiency?
rudimentary13 moderate9 commanding1
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The first mock MATE test was used to establish a base speaking level for the
students. Following that, mock MATE tests are to be given as part of both midterm
and final exams. Students grades were determined, in part, on how and how much
their sample test scores change; that is, improve. Thus, students how enter the
course with higher proficiency, as reflected in the initial mock test scores, will not
necessarily get a higher grade in the course.
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Students in GEP class were evaluated based on the criteria following evaluation
sheet. Each lesson is designed to help students have good results of their speaking
test.
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Name of students
Interviewee

First Mock 
Interview

Mid Term Mock 
Interview

Kim Somang Moderate Low 30 Moderate Mid 33

Park Sujin Moderate Mid 42 Moderate High 46

Chang Yun Jin Moderate Emerging 18 Moderate Emerging 16
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Lesson Plan I - Studying Abroad

The goal of the lesson was asking students not only be describing but 
will be speaking to inform as well, all in nice paragraph –like packages. 
In addition, students were asking describing personal routines.
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1. Title : Studying abroad 

2. Student Profile

Target students University students who attend a required English class at Sookmyung
Women‟s University

Language 
Proficiency

(Heterogeneous) Novice high to intermediate advanced 

Number of 
Students

22 

Length of the Class Two and half hours per week

Target Setting There are a GEP teacher and 8 assistant teachers who can support 
students individually. Students get guidance during the class and get 
individual feedbacks of their homework.

3. Objectives :  By the end of the class, students will be able to describe 

formally their study abroad plan. 
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Theme Studying abroad

Function Describing more formally

Language 
focus

in front of, next to, beside, behind, first, second, and then, next

Time Activities Material

7:50~8:00 Sharing homework / Overview of the Class / Group Setting ( 7 Groups )

8:00~8:20
(20min)

Activity1. Choosing school-
All students need to walk around during this activity.
Every big sibling has a different school, all students need to ask every sibling about the school t
o find out the best school for them. After they asked and found all information of all school an
d students can go back to the seats. This activity is not a group work, but is an individual work.
When the all students come back their seats, T points some students to ask them which school
they chose. Ss don‟t know who will talk in front of the class. The student who needs to talk in fr
ont of the class, they need to describe the school that they chose , and they reason
why they chose that one,

7 different
papers of
7 different,
schools
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8:20~8:50
(30mins)) Activity2: Guess what my room looks like

T gives different picture to each group and let them describe their room.
One spokesperson of each group needs to go to other group to describe their room
One person in other group needs to draw a picture when she listens to other group‟s room.
One representative of each group needs to describe other group‟s room . After the spokesp
erson finished describing that room, T posts it on the white board. When all group finished
their presentation, T asks them to vote which picture is the most similar one to the original
picture during the break time.

Pictures,
big blank
paper, crayons,
stickers

8:50~9:00 Break time

9:00~9:30
(30m)

Before starts the next activity, T announced the winner group of the previous activity and gi
ve them prizes.

Activity3. I am the one who you are looking for!
T gives the different job posting to each group. Each group needs to apply for a job, they n
eed to think how to describe their talents to employer. One spokesperson speaks in front of
the class, what type of job they will apply and describe their talents

Handout
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9:30~10:00
(30min) Activity4. Describe your campus

T gives each group several pictures of the campus, each group chooses one picture and de
scribes their campus. One spokesman needs to describe the school including location, envi
ronment and the building of their campus.

Handout
(pictures
hand out.,
worksheet)

10:00~10:20
(20mins) Activity5. Tell me about your imaginary routine

T gives a blank paper to each group. Each group needs to think their routine (daily. Weekly
, monthly) and one spokes person will present of their imaginary routine.(including their sc
hool and major)

Work sheet

10:20~10;30
(10min) Speaking Assignment

당신이 외국에서 만난 친구, Tina는 핚국문화에 관심이 많아서 핚국에서 공부를 하고 싶
어 합니다. Tina는 당신에게 숙명 여대 등록 시 필요핚 것들을 물어봅니다. 링크된 싸이트를 참
고하여 Tina가 무엇을 준비해야 하는지 설명해주세요.
Tina: I really like Korea and Korean culture, I‟d like to study in Sookmyung women‟s universi
ty in Korea, can you tell me what kinds of things I need to prepare? http://e.sookmyung.ac
.kr/
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Lesson Plan I – Teaching PPT Slides 
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Lesson Plan I – Teaching PPT Slides 
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Purpose of Reflection
For later reflection & developing insights about teaching

First Teaching as a class leader
This week, my group (Group2) taught the GEP class with the theme of study abroad

and function was describing more formally. We had five activities which were connected with all
the activities. The theme of our lesson was studying abroad therefore we asked students to
choose their favorite school based on environment, course, and tuition and then they had
chances to describe their dormitory. On the top of that, they needed to find their part time job
so they need to describe their job and talents to be hired to employers. In addition, they need
to describe their own campus to introduce. Finally, they had to imagine their routine in terms of
daily, weekly, and monthly basis. For preparation of lesson plan, we were trying tightly
connected together with theme and function through all the activities thus they had sequences
from first one to last one.
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I have some benefits to be reflected first and then I have something which I would like
to be improved for the next lesson. First good thing was that as a class leader, we were trying
to balance to co teaching to be divided each role together. The way we divided role was that
when I gave the direction for activity, my partner had to lead the rest of each activity to be
completed one activity and when she gave direction the other activity , I had to lead the rest of
part of activity to ask students to presented. I think that our co teaching was good because we
were trying to balance to teach equally and it was quite successful.

On the top of the co teaching, giving feedback worked quite well, too. As a class leader,
I would like to try to give some feedback after presentation of students to let them notice their
performances and also let them improve for the next presentation. In addition, we gave some
tips how to present effectively using transition words when they described their routine before
they presented for the last activity. We were trying to give modeling to them with conversation
with my partner and we introduced them which could be good example and bad example
through our modeling so that they understood easily to present effectively. I realized that some
of the students were trying to use more transition words when they presented after they
listened to our direction. Therefore, I believe that they could learn more through directions and
tips after this class.
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However, the things I would like to be improved of this lesson and there were some points I would like
to be reflected for the future of my teaching. It was not easy for us to manage time through some activities.
For the second activity, it was asking students to describe their dormitory in their group first and then they
need to go the other group to describe for them to draw the other group‟s dormitory. For the amount of
speaking output was good however the pictures of dormitory were delicate and complicated to draw within
the limited time so the time went a little bit over so after that we were trying to cut the time of other
activities. Thus I think that we could have prepared for more simple pictures for students to draw within
limited time.

Furthermore, we had seven groups for the class and the reason why we did it was that we were trying to
have students participate more their speaking both in group and presentation. It went well however
sometimes I felt that it was long to be finished of all the groups to present. Maybe for the next class, half of
the activities could be divided seven groups and the rest of activities could be arranged into six groups to
manage time effectively and also to give some variation of structures of class.

Lastly, when the activity was done, we were trying to have attention for starting giving directions and
start to ask them to be presented, some of the groups were not done of their tasks so they were not trying
to finish to be followed class leader sometimes so we had a bit hard time to be lead to draw some attention.
Therefore, we had to think how we could start and draw their attention quickly to lead the other task to be
completed.

All in all, it was first teaching of GEP class as a class leader and all the preparation from planning and
teaching had give me chances to think how I need to plan my lesson and teach through the whole
sequences. It was really valuable experience for me to do this.
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The goal of the lesson was asking students not only speaking about 
and formally describing and entities like graphs and surveys. 
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Lesson Plan II

1. Title : Jobs & Careers

2. Student Profile

Target students University students who attend a required English class at Sookmyung
Women‟s University

Language 
Proficiency

(Heterogeneous) Novice high to intermediate advanced 

Number of 
Students

22 

Length of the Class Two and half hours per week

Target Setting There are a GEP teacher and 8 assistant teachers who can support 
students individually. Students get guidance during the class and get 
individual feedbacks of their homework.

3. Objectives :  By the end of the class, students will be able to describe 

graphs and survey formally.
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Theme Jobs and Careers

Function Describing formally abstract entities like graphs and surveys

Language 
focus

Past, present, future and present perfect tenses
Year, number, transition words

Time Activities Material

7:50~8:00
Sharing homework / Overview of the Class / Group Setting ( 6 Groups )

Group Arrangement
Sheet

8:00~8:20
(20min) Survey Dreaming Jobs

T gives some directions using charts to have Ss come up with ideas of this acti
vity. Two groups will be combined after direction, two groups will be discussing
what kinds gobs they are looking for. They need to come up with group survey
data after 10 minutes and need to make pie chart to describe their results of t
he group survey. One spokes person will present their survey result in the front
. When they are done this activity, they need to get back their original seats.

Group work : 3 Big
groups
Modeling pie charts to
give direction
Paper of each group,
Makers
Visualizer
Bell
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8:20~8:40
(20mins)

Job Profiles of Partner

Pairs will discuss together to find out some of personality traits and
qualification of your partner. At the end of the presentation, they can
suggest jobs for their partner based on survey.
After finding out, each pair will have chances to present their results to the
class in front of the class and some of the Ss will present. ( T-S-S)

Pair work
Makers
Hand out
- Partner‟s traits and quali
fication

8:40~9:00
(20mins)

Describe your graphs

T explains some expressions for describing charts or graphs using PPT. T gi
ves each group several pictures of the different graphs, each
group chooses one picture and describes their graph. Each group has to b
e practiced their presentation. One spokesman needs to describe in front o
f the class.

Important Tips:
tips for describing graphs
by class leader

Group work

Handout(pictures and wor
ksheet)
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9:10~9:45
(35mins)

Phase I - Survey & Report
T explains the 4 steps to the class using ppt. Give some tips how they can de
sign the survey. (Number of the questions, simple to survey).
First of all, each group has to do brainstorming for the topic for survey in the
group. After each group come up with the topic, they have to design the surv
ey questions. After they design the survey, they have to walk around to do su
rvey in 10 minutes and the finally they will talli the results in their groups.

Group work

Various types of
graphs to explain

Paper of each group
Visualizer
Makers
Stickers

9:45~10:05
(20min) Phase II – Make graph & Practice

T asks each group to draw graphs based on their results of the survey and ha
ve them to be practiced their presentation in 10 minutes. They can refer their
vocabulary list which is given by class leaders. T also asks each group to choo
se spokesperson to be presented.

Vocabulary lists
Paper for drawing
graphs
Markers

10:05~10:25
(20mins)

Phase III- Present your Survey
Spokesperson of each group will be presenting their graphs in front of the cla
ss.

Group work
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10:25~10:30
(5min)

Wrap up & Speaking Assignment

You want to work for the multinational company, and tomorrow is the English interview day with 

your dream company. And you heard that the company wants to know how much you know 

about the company. Luckily, you got one important graph which is about the company‟s last year‟s 

sales. And now you want to check your description of the graph with your foreign friend Tom. 

Tom has been working this company for 2 years. He is now outside of Korea for business so you 

are trying to call him to get some feedback from him. 

당신은 외국계 기업에 취직하려 하고 내일은 영어 면접 날 입니다.

회사 측은 당신이 회사에 대해 얼마나 알고 있는지 알고 싶어 핚다는 이야기를 들었습니다. 운 좋게

당신은 작년 회사의 판매실적 그래프를 얻었습니다.

당신은 이 회사에서 일핚 지 2년 된 외국인 친구 Tom 에게 당신의 그래프에 대핚 묘사가 맞는지

확인하려 합니다, Tom에게 젂화를 하였으나, 젂화를 받지 않아서 음성메시지에 녹음을 해서 Tom에게

Feedback을 받고 싶어합니다.

Tom: Hey, I am trying to talk with you over the phone but I can’t reach you so I would like to 

record the company’s last year’s sales to get some feedback from you. Could you please listen 

to my recording message and give me some feedback?
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Lesson Plan II – Teaching PPT Slides 
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Practice makes perfect
This week, my group (Group2) taught the GEP class with the theme of jobs and careers and function

was describing graphs and survey formally. We had four activities which were connected with theme and
function. Last activity was really big project type of activity so things could be five activities in total.

Before the break, we had three activities and they were a bit short and drilling activities. First activity
was asking students to survey of their dreaming jobs in their group and two groups were combined to have
more participants for the survey. It went pretty well and they had chances to survey and draw pie charts for
presentation. However, one group had all different dreaming jobs so their pie charts were all equally the
same portion based on group survey. For the second activity was asking pairs to figure out the profiles of
partner‟s qualifications, personalities, and interests to suggest possible jobs for the partners. This activity was
trying to schemata for the theme of this week and it was not heavy activity and may have them chances to
know what factors they have to have for the future jobs. Third activity required students to describe each
graph and they had time to describe each graph in their group and had chances present, too. Before they
prepare and discuss in their group, we gave them some tips how they can describe graphs in terms of
organization such as opening, body, and conclusion which were related with graphs. In addition, we provided
them vocabulary and chunks handout to refer to describe graphs. However, I found that students felt really
hard to describe the graphs and when they presented one or two presenters were hesitating present their
graphs. I think that we could have provided more detail tips for describing graphs would it be better for their
presentation and also we could have prepared a bit easier graphs for them to feel safe of their tasks.
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After the break, we had big project which students actually did survey what they
wanted in their group and presented of their own graphs at the end of the class. We had three
phases for this project. First phase was asking students to brainstorm of their survey, design
their survey, actual survey, and tally the results. We were trying to lead the class step by step
because we wanted to control the time and would like to give clear and simple direction to be
followed for the students. I think that timing was good to be controlled. One thing that we
asked students to come up interesting, exciting and creative survey questions and when we
observed the brainstorming time, some groups had a bit hard time to come up with the ideas.
However, ultimately, each group had different and interesting ideas to be surveyed and
presented. During the survey time, all the students stood and walked around to figure out their
survey questions. I thought that it was really exciting, interesting movement and also I found
that we could see their a lot speaking output through this task.

For the second phase of this project was asking students to draw their graphs and had
them to practice before presentation. Timing was not much enough for students to practice
before presentation, though. We were trying to collect all graphs from groups before the
presentation. When the presenters present, we want all students to concentrate well of the
presentation and it worked well.
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Using visualize was really helpful for this activity and it was safe to lead the class rather
than had them use laptop for making presentation files of using ppt and also it could have
different atmosphere for students to be experienced. Lastly, before we gave speaking
assignment, we were trying to wrap up the class and I asked students how they felt to describe
the graphs and many of the students responded they felt hard and I asked them what they had
to do for overcoming difficulty and tried to emphasize them to practice after the class and also
we provided sample describing handouts what they did for third activity and had them chance
review and practice of using it.

This was my second teaching and also first time video- taping class as a class leader.
Describing graph was not that really exciting function however it was really worth to be
experienced not only by myself but also students to have them practice this hard task.
Furthermore, I really like the last project because it needs students‟ participation from the
beginning to last minutes and it could have them feel a sense of accomplishment after they
were done a task. All in all, I learned a lot from this class and hopefully this type of project will
be applied my own school and classes. I really appreciate support of group leaders and
professor Steven‟s support for us to be used visualizer and constructive comments for the
activity when we prepared for the lesson.
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1. Title : How to Improve Students Presentation

2. Identified Problem

GEP students did not even make a full sentence at times and seemingly
did not know how to organize their speech effectively in their
presentation.

3. Research Question

How can we, teachers improve students‟ presentation skills in terms of organization? 
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4. Theoretical Background

 One of the most important aspects of presentation includes effective 
presentation skills (Baker and Thompson, 2004). 

 Teaching college students presentation skills is one of the innovative 
instructional methods (Shaw, 2001).

 Organizing and presenting classroom projects can be helpful for the 
students for them to improve their presentation (Landsberger, 2001). 

 Oral presentation are becoming a more important part of language 
teaching, especially in the university environment (Miles, 2004). 
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5. Methodology

5.1 Treatment 

1)   Providing students some tips about transition words

Purpose Transitional Expression   

To add and to list                             Furthermore, Additionally, In addition,  
Moreover, and, also, besides, what is more, 

First, Second, Finally, etc.

To give an example                          for example, as a case in point, as an   
illustration, for instance, in particular
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2) Instructing students the expected organization of a presentation with

opening, body and closing
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5.2 Participants

 Class leaders: 

Graduate students in TESOL MA program at 
Sookmyung Women‟s University.

 GEP students:

4-6 presenters in the last activity of each week

5.3 Materials
- Handout
- Checklist
- Video
- Transcript
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Week 4 

Week 6

Week 9

Week 10
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Treatment
Transition Words

Presentation

Presenters S1(G1) S2(G2) S3(G3) S4(G4) S5(G5) S6(G6)

Week4 1 1 0 0 1 0

Week6 6 4 4 2 3 5

Week9 4 4 3 3

Week10 3 2 5 1 4 4

Figure 1. Checklist for transition words
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Week 4 Week 6

G3-He‟s from United Kingdom and I…hu
m…we heard that many United Kingdo
m‟s men like Japanese women so…we c
an choose this men. He had a, he has a
income and occupation is very stable. a
nd he has also many pets, and he has a
lso drinking and smoking. And he said
willing to travel distance is…he said willi
ng to travel any distance so we choose
this guy.

G3-First, Snoopy was walking around Lu
cy. Second, still Snoopy is staring Lucy‟s
apple bag, apple‟s bag.
And Lucy surprised and asked “you agai
n?” and Snoopy thought “I‟m still starvin
g.”Enter, Lucy yelled “Charley tell, Charle
y Brown! Tell your dogs to get away fro
m me.”
Then, Charley, “if you will share whateve
r you are eating, I will give you two appl
es for you.”
As a result, Lucy shared her apples with
Snoopy.
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Treatment

Organization

Introduction Body Conclusion

Presenters S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

Week4 x x x x x o o o o o o o x x x x

Week6 x x x x o o o o o o o x x x x o

Week9 o o o o o o o o o o o o

Week10 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o x o

Figure 2. Checklist for organization of presentation
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Week 4 Week 9

At the first picture, when doctor Simson
walked into the street, in front of mens, his
friends her… listened his another friend whos
now and opened the fence.
The next picture, we let the dog beet the Bart
Simson.
After that, Bart Simson decides to revenge, so
he let his best friend maying the bad boy‟s
house. After that, he also heard, listened his
sign on the phone.
Next he also opened the fence and let the dog
bit the bad bad boy.
Finally, the bad boy was in the hospital.

Opening: Welcome to Cape town! (clap clap)
I’m your tour guide Lee Jung hyun, and I’ll…let
me introduce our schedule.
Body: I‟ll pick you up at 6:00 am in the morning.
…And next to the Devil‟s peak, there is castle of
goodhock. There is a some legend too,… So after
that the ghost didn‟t came up. And we have
our…this have our…
Closing: This is our schedule, …In the morning
we will just have in, and have see the beautiful,
ah, dynamic Capetown, and we, in the afternoon,
we move to the devil‟s peak and we can enjoy the
mysterious cape town. And thank you for
listening, and watch your belongings.
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 Students need to learn more about the
appropriate use of transition words.

 Teachers should make effort to keep

raising their consciousness on both

the transition words and the organizatio
n of presentation.
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 In this research, the researchers tried to focus on organization and transitions words

covertly and overtly through the speaking course to the university students.

 Students‟ performance in their presentation were enhanced with transition words and

including opening and conclusion after the treatments were implemented.

 As a result, it was discovered that teaching presentation skills could be very beneficial
for the students to become a efficient presenter.

 However, it should be taken into consideration more deeply for the future, how and

what language teachers would focus on among many other elements of presentation
skills in their class.
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During this investigation, I learned a lot about my students‟ attitudes towards
Presentation skills in using English. Gathering information from the students
about how they present before and after treatment was important to me. I
discovered a way to deal with how to let students present more effectively and
clearly. This project confirms my beliefs about the value of using tips and
teaching.
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9. Reflection
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Reading & Speaking Assignment

Reading Assignment is assigned a week before as a preview of the next
lesson. The assignment usually consists of vocabulary work, reading an
article and reconstructing the reading in various ways. Doing the reading
assignment, students build up their background knowledge related to the
theme and form a general view of what the next lesson would be like.
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Speaking Assignment

Speaking homework is assign after the lesson to provide the students with
a chance to speak about the theme that they have dealt within a class in
a real-life situation. Every week, students record their speaking on the
speaking website and teachers including me also give oral feedback to
each speaking.
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What do you think of GEP class? 
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109These pictures  were taken while I was teaching for elementary students in
AVALON EDUCATION
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I lectured online grammar courses for advanced level of the students in AVALON Education. 110
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